PROSTOR P4
Ø270 CM

In some situations it’s not desirable of even possible to anchor a parasol in your
terrace. This might be solved by using a mobile parasol base, but this often turns
out to be in everyone’s way.

Especially if you want to use every inch of
your terrace or balcony, the solero wall
parasols make for a great alternative.
The Solero Prostor P4 wall parasol will
always be delivered to you with a built-in
pressured gas spring. This allows for a
very smooth handling! Using the handle
this unique wall parasol can be fixed
into a horizontal position with a touch.
Additionally you can also extend the
length of the black handle from 140 up
to 180 cm.
Our patented ‘Easy Opening System’
makes using this sunshade easy and
will help save on space. By using the
telescopic arm the sunshade can be
extended 140 to 180 cm from the wall.
The Prostor P4 can be tilted horizontally
up to 10 degrees, which can be very
useful with a setting sun.

The canvas of the sunshade is 100%
Olefin and is painted in the mass, it
weighs 190 grams per square meter and
has a colorfastness of 7-8 on a scale of 8.
Olefin is water resistant and filters over
97% of UV radiation; this is expressed as
UPF 40+. The canvas can be washed and
if necessary is easy to replace.
The arm and the frame of the sunshade
is finished in anodized aluminum, making
the sunshade lightweight and a real eye
catcher in your backyard. A protective
cover is provided free of charge, this
allows you to greatly lengthen the lifespan
of this nice wall mounted sunshade.
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SOLERO PROSTOR P4
Specifications
Free protection cover

√

Cantilever parasol

√

Closes towards the pole

√

Lights included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√ 7-8/8

Pressued gas spring

√

Tiltable

√ 10˚

With rotating device

√

Waterproof cloth

√

Operating system

Fold out & Push up

Weight cloth per m2

190 gram

Number of ribs

6

Possibility of printing

√

Closes over the table

√

Connectable with gutters

x

Electrically operated

x

Weight

11 kg

Item number

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

p4m.270.kleurcode

P4 wall parasol incl. fixation

655,00

792,55

p4m.100.00

Extra wall fixation

27,35

33,09

p4m1.270.kleurcode

Prostor P4 extra fabric

130,00

157,30

